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PARTIES TO DISPU'EX: (
(RorlingtonBorthern Inc.
STATEMENT OF CLAIM:

Claim of the Systa Cossnittee of the Brotherhood,
GL-7830, that:

1. Carrier violated, and continues to violate, the rules of
the Clerks' Agreesrant when it denied Gladys F. Schnidt the position of
Assistant Supenrisor, Data Control Departnent, General Office, St. Paul,
Minnesota.
2. Carrier shall now be required to place Gladys F. Schsxidt
on position of Assistant Supervisor and reimburse her for any loss of
wages as a result of being denied the Assistant Supervisor position.
OPINIONOPRCARD:

Since1952,the Claimant had been e-eyed in data
processing. Sometine prior to March 15, 1974 she
learned that her job was to be abolished. She then attengted to
exercise her rights and displace a junior enrploye in the position
Assistant Smsor, Data Control. Her request was rejected on the
basis she was "not qualified to fill the position of Assistant SupertiSoT”o
Thereafter, on March,lS, 1974, Claimant requested a hearing
under Rule 9.
In a letter dated April 2, 1974, Carrier replied and the
requested hearing was set for April 5, 1974. At the hearing, the
Clairaant's representative took exception to the hearing on the ground
thetinelimitrulehad been violated inthat the hearing had not been
held within seven days of the request of &arch 15, 1974. Carrier's
position was that the tine limit rule had been met insofar as the hearing
had been set within seven days of April 2, 1974. The clais~ raises a'
series of questions related to procedural aspects that arust be considered
before we reach the substantive issue involtig qualifications.
First, the time l&it question involves Rules: 58 and j6A
which provide:
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&de 58:
"An employe who considers himself otherwise unjustly
treated shall have the same right of hearing and appeal
as provided for by Rule 56, provided written request is
made to his inseediate superior within seven (7) calendar
days of knowledge by the employe of the cause of the
complaint."

VAn employe who has been in service more than sixty (60)
days or whose application has been formally approved shall
not be disciplined or dismissed without investigation, at
which investigation, the employe if he desires to be
represented by other than himself, mey be accompanied and
represented only by the duly accredited representative, as
that term is defined in this agreement. he may, however,
be held out of service pending such investigation. The
investigation shall be held within seven (7) calendaxays
of the date when charged with the offense or held from
service. Notice of the investigation shall be in writing
with a copy to the Local Chairman. The investigation shall
be held in a fair and impartial manner. A decision will be
rendered within twenty (20) calendar days after the congletion
of investigation." (emphasis added)
Clearly, Rule 56A deals with discipline while Rule j8 deals
with other matters. In order to conclude that the Carrier was required
to schedule a hearing within swen days of the date that she had knowledge
of the cause of the complaint, as Claimant urges, we would have to read
Rule 56 differently. It now includes a tims limit provision requiring
the hearing to be held within seven days of the date when she was charged
with the offense or held from service
(the underscored sentence above).
Neither occurred here and we cannot add words to the agreement to
achieve this result.
This Board is not empowered to do more than interpret the
agreements reached by the parties. If we were to go further and add
provisions, we would usurp the authority reserved to the parties that
is exercised through free collective bargaining. We have carefully
reviewed the awards cited to this Board on the subject of time limits.
A number involved interpretations but we are not persuaded any of them
go as far as would be necessary here to sustain the award. See Award
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16262 (Dugan); Award IL757 (Dorsey); Award 8160 (Bailor); Award 18352

(Dorsey); and Award 197% (Sickles). In the latter case, this Board
was called upon to interpret a time Emit rule where none existed
previously. A&ai.ttedly, this case cones closer to the matter we have
before us than any other case cited. Nevertheless, we believe there
are significant differences that are controlling. In that case this
Board was called upon to determine whether a tims limit rule was
viblated in that a decision was not rendered within ten (10) days of
the investigation. An "unjust treabed" herring was avaUs.ble under
Rule 26 of that agreeswant which provided:
"Au eqloye who considers himelf unjustly treated, otherwise than covered by these rules, shall have the sax right
of hearing, representation and appeal as is provided in
Rules 23 and 24..”
The pertinent part of Bule 23 provides:
II . ..A decision will be rendered within ten (10)
days after coiqletion of investigation."
: In Award 19796 it seems clear the time ldmit rule regirding
rthe decision could only make reference to the iavestigation, i.e.,
tendays after. Herewe are requiredto go
beyondthat.
.-- Even ifweassme, a.arauendo, that a tima lixit rule was to be applied regarding
the holding of an investigation,we are faced with,the difficulty that
there is no reference point that would perxit us to apply the rule.
In a nondiscipline case such as this, a tk lizait rule that relates
to a~ "date when charged with the offense or held frm service" could
have no sxaaning. Neither an offense nor a withholding from semice
occurred here. The only way this difficulty could be overcozae would be
tochsllgetheplaiameaningof~~~etoapplgtoau~iscipline+se~and, Bs~we stated~~pre@ously,~~e are not author&d to do this,
In A-d 20351 (Twomey) these same parties dealt with the
same rules. The issues raised there are distinguishable from the
instant case;howwer, this Board significantly stated:
"Rule 56 contains no limitation on the Carrier
concerning a time restriction under which carrier
must call for an investigation after receiving
kuowledge of an aUeged,tiolation of rules."
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Accordingly,we conclude the Carrier is not in violation of
any time liznit rule in conducting the investigation as it did here.
The next~question relates to Cla&ant's charge that she was
not accorded a fair and impartial hearing in accordance with Role 56.
We have Illade a careful review of the record and we do not agree. We
do not believe the Carrier officials acted in sn unreasonable,
arbitrary and capricious manner. The charges made to this Board on
this issue include allegations that "due process" was denied, that
Claizent -was denied an opportunity for in-depth examination as to
reasons why she possessed fitness and ability for the job, and the
hearing officer was domineering, dictatorial, unreasonable and
uncooperative. The specifics of these chaxges do not measure up to
the allegations. For instance, it is clakaed the hearing officer
refused to answer questions directed to bin by Claimant's representative.
We do not find this to be a fatal flaw, particularly when the answer
a witnessThe
was better directed and obtained from
hearing officer
.- ---~--__Tmged with the condiiii th e~,hem.ing. Whether or not he will
:
s-was a~witness i,h the same{hearing& isa matter generally left
to hiss discretion.~ ~Absent prejudice to ~the Claimark., which was hot
showuhere, we cannot hold,that his exercise of. discretion here was
an abuse.
We have carefully reviewed the transcript and it is clear
there were sharp exchanges, but the Claiment's representative was
afforded fuJl,opportunity to voice his objections, present his case
and cross-eiamine the Carrier's witnesses. We do not beliwe the
Claiwant was denied the essentials of a fair hearing and we cannot
find rule support for the allegations relating to a lack of "due.process."
Next;it is claimed on behalf of the Carrier that the es&ploye
failed to follow the proper line of appeal in the progression of this
claim. We axe persuaded the Rmployes' have the better arguwent. here.
Once again, the interplay between Rule 56 and 58 is to be considered
with the added fact that the appeal procedures of this Carrier differ
as to discipline cases and nondiscipline cases. The former involve
an intermediate step: the init%al appeal will be to the e!splo@cg
officer; then to the Regional Assistant Vice President of Qxrations;
and then to the Chief Operating Officer of the Carrier designated to
handle such disputes. Thenondiscipline appeals do not include tie
intemdiate step. In this case, the employets appeal proceeded without
the intermediate step and it is Carrier's position that in fitness and
ability cases the intermediate appeal should be followed. We believe
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the Carrier's letter of January 2, 197b which involved a reissue of
instructions coverinc: procedures for filing and appealing claims andgrievances is decisive of this issue. If an intermediate step was
required, it should have been spelled out in these instructions. It
was not and we cannot require it now.
We come to the question of Claimant's fitness and ability.
Clearly, she had many years of experience in date processing. In
Award 3273 (Carter) this Doard held that the Carrier has the right in
the first instance to determin e the fitness and ability of the
applicants. Where a determina tionis made that a senior applicant
lacks sufficient fitness and abi.lity,t'nen the burden of proof is on
the employe to prove she has the required fitness and ability for the
position; and, second, that the employe must demonstrate the Carrier
acted in an arbitrary and capricious manner in denying that the employe
had the required fitness and ability. When we review the proof here,
we cannot say the burden has been met on the matter of fitness and
ability. The only witness on behalf of the employe was the Claimant
herself. She stressed her long se-yice and provided no additional
proof that could be considered substantial evidence in support of her
contention. By way of contrast, the Carrier witness was persuasive
to the effect she lacked the necessary qalifications. We cannot say,
on this record, that Carrier was wrong.
FIWDIWGS:

The Third Division of the Adjustment Board, upon the whole
reccrd and all the evidence, finds and holds:
!Ihat the Parties waived oral hearing;

'That the Carrier and the E!!oyes involved in this dispute
are respectively Carrier and Employes within the meaning of the kailway
Labor Act, as apprwed June 21, 1934;
That this Division of the Adjustment Board has
over the dispute involved herein; and
The Agreement was not violated.

jurisdiction
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A W A R D
Claire is denied.
NATIONAL RAILROADADAlS'MENT BOARD
By Order of Third Division

.
A!PTEST:

Dated at Chicago, IUinois, this 31st

day of August 1977.

